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ON A CLASSIFICATION OF ARONSZAJN TREES II

By

Masazumi Hanazawa

§1. Introduction.

In the former paper [3], we considered the classificationof Aronszajn trees

by the notions of Souslin trees, o^-trees with property J, almost-Souslin trees, en-

trees with no club antichain, special Aronszajn trees and J?-embeddable trees.

As we remarked in its last section, there is another interesting notion. It is the

notion of non-Souslin trees which had been introduced by Baumgartner [1]. The

classificationof Aronszajn trees by this notion together with the previous ones

is shown by the following:

where ST= the class of Souslin trees,

yST=the class of a^-trees with property j,

AST^tYiQ class of almost-Souslin trees,

NCA=the class of o^-trees with no club anti-chain,

SA T= the class of special Aronszajn tree,

RE=the class of JS-embeddable o^-trees,

NS=the class of non-Souslin trees,

AT=the class of Aronszajn trees.

Under ZFC alone, none of the categories but Category 5 can be proved to be

non-void. In the former paper we proved that if V=L, Categories 1~11 are all

non-void (note that the trees constructed in Theorems 9, 10 and 11 [3], are the

elements of Categories 9, 10 and 11 respectively). In this paper we shall prove

that if V―L, remaining Categories 12~15 are also non-void. It is shown as a
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by-product that O sufficesfor the existence of non-Souslin trees which are not

i2-embeddable.

§2. Preliminaries.

Most of the notions and the notations which are used here are described in the

former paper. It is assumed that the reader knows them. Let T~iT, <r> be a

tree. (X, <r> is called a subtree of T if XcT. (X, <r> is called a transitive

subtree of T if it is a subtree of T such that (VxeX Vy^T)[y<Tx-^y(EX'] (in

the paper [3], we called a transitive subtree a subtree). When XaT, we use

X to denote {X, <r> ,

htx(x) to denote the height of x in X,

Xa to denote the set {x<bX: htx(x)=a},

X ＼a to denote the set {igI: htx(x)<a}.

But f, htr(x) fa, f ＼a will exceptionally be written as T, ht(x), Ta,T＼a

respectively. If Sdcou T ＼S is the set {xeT: ht(x)^S). Recall that Q is the

set of all limit ordinals <<Wi. In this paper a)3-treesare assumed to have only

one minimal element (a root).

Before introducing more special notions, we shall raise well-known facts.

Lemma 1. // T is an R-embeddable tree with ht(T)^o)lt then the tree

<T Ka>i＼0), <r> is Q-embeddable.

Proof. With each xgT ＼(a)i＼Q),associate a q^Q such that e(x')<q<e(x),

where e: T-+R is the embedding and x' means the immediate predecessor of x.

Lemma 2. // T is a Q-embeddable uncountable tree, then T contains an un-

countable anti-chain.

Proof. Let e embed T in Q. Clearly{x^T: e(x)=q} is an anti-chainand

is uncountable for some q^Q.

Lemma 3. Let T be an R-embeddable tree. If X is an uncountable subset of

T, then X contains an uncountable anti-chain of T.

Proof. X is clearly i2-embeddable. If Xa is uncountable for some a, then

Xa(cX) is an uncountable anti-chain of X and hence an uncountable anti-chain

of T. If Xn is countable for all a. then X t(coAQ) is uncountable. Since
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(X r(a≫i＼i2),<r> is Q-embeddable by Lemma 1, there is an uncountable anti-chain

(ZX r(ft≫Afl)cZ by Lemma 2.

Lemma 4. Let T be a tree with height a^. // Ta is finitefor uncountably

many a, then T has a confinal branch.

Proof. Put T*={x<^T : x has an extension in every higher level Ta}. It

is easy to see by the assumption that the transitive subtree <T*, <r> of T has

height (Ou Pick a branch b of T*. We shall show that the order type, say X,

of b is cui. Suppose Kwi. Pick a<o)x such that X<a and Ta is finite. Put

Yx= {y^Ta; x<Ty＼ for each xg6. Then (~＼{YX:x^b} is non-empty, since (1)

Yx^0, (2) x<rj;-^r,2ri, and (3) Yx is finite. Pick jen {Yx : x^b). Then

ftCj), this contradicts the assumption that b is a branch (a maximal linearly

ordered subset of T), q. e.d.

Now recall that % is the tree U Ra+1 with the ordering defined by x<Ty

<-+xCy and that if xe5t, m(x) is the real number x(ht(x)). When xeJ and a

limit ordinal A is in dom(x), we write lim x(£)=r instead of (V^<r 3a<X V/3<^)

[≪<5-^(7<x(j3)^r]. Now we define a transitive subtree %P of % as follows:

%P={x^%:P(x)},

where P(x) is the conjunction of the following three:

(1) x(a)^Q for all aedom(z);

(2) x(cc)<x(a+l) for all a with a+ledom(x);

(3) for alllimit ordinals ^edom(x),

(Vr>O)[lim x(£)=r<-*x(JO=r] .

For a transitive subtree T of %P, we put

T0={xe7: m(x)=0}.

We shall write

x~<Ty instead of x<Ty & (x, y2r＼T0=0.

Lemma 5. Le? T be a transitivesubtree of %P. Then for every x, y^T :

(1) mU)^0;

(2) x~<Ty^m(x)<m(y);

(3) ^/zefunction m increases monotonously on ＼_x,y) if {x, y)r＼T0=iR;

(4) m(x)>0-+3yly^Tx-};

(5) Xs=Q & x, yt=Tx & x=$-+x=y;

(6) m(x)=0-≫ht(x)(EG;
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(7) if ht{y)^Q, then for every r>0,

lim m(z)=r iff m(y)=r ,

where lim m(z) r means,

(Vs>0)(3z<r:y)(Vu/e[>, y))lm(w)>r-&＼＼

(8) y<Tx & x^T° & q^Q->(3z)ty<Tz<rx & m(z)>q}.

Proof. The first seven statements are easily checked. To show the last

one, suppose that y<Tx^T° and q&Q. Let w be the least of those elements z

that y<rz^rx and m(z)=0. By (3), the function m increases monotonously on

[_y,w), since (y, w)r＼T°=Q. Hence w increases monotonously on Uit(y), ht(w)).

Hence lim w;(f)=°°because of (7) and w(ht(w))=0. Pick £ so that ht(y)<C,<

ht(w) and w(Q>q. Put z=w t(C+l). Then

y~<TZ<rU>^TX & m{z)―z{ht{z))=w{Q>q,

If a transitive subtree of %P is an <wi-tree, we call it a P-tree.

q. e. d.

Recall that

an a>rtree T is called a non-Souslin tree if every uncountable subset of T con-

tains an uncountable anti-chain. By NS, we denote the class of all non-Souslin

trees.

Lemma 6. Let T be an Aronszajn P-tree. If

{a : Tar＼T°is finite}

is a stationary set, then

(i) if X is an uncountable subset of T°,Xa is uncountable for some a<(Du

(ii) TgM

Proof, (i) Let X be an uncountable subset of T° and suppose that Xa is

countable for all a<a)x. Put:

C is a club set since X ＼a is countable for all a<(ox. Hence by the assumption

of the lemma, the set

E={X eC: Txr＼T°is finite}

is stationary and hence uncountable. Put:

Y={y^T: y^Tx for some x^X}.

Claim. If 2e£, then Yx is a subset of Tor＼Tx.
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Proof of Claim. Since Y is a transitivesubtree of T, Y^qT*. Let y^Y x.

Let x be a minimal element of {ieI: y^Tx}. Then htx(x)―X. (The reason:

In general ht x(z)^ht(z). Hence by the minimality of x, htx(x)^L If htx{x)<X

then ht(x)<X because /IgC; this contradicts y^Tx). Now suppose y<£T°.

Then we can pick w^ry by Lemma 5-(4). Pick /}so that ht(w)<fi<A and pick

zel so that htx(z)=fi and 2<rx. Then ht(w)<p=htx(z)^ht(z)<ht(y)=Jl and

so w<r2<r3;^r^- Thus ze(if, 3>]n7"°>a contradiction. Claim is thus proved.

Thus Yx is finitefor all X^E. By Lemma 4, F has a cofinal branch which is

also a cofinalbranch of T. This is absurd since T^AT.

(ii) Let X be an uncountable subset of T. For each z^T°, put:

X(z)= {x^X: z~<Tx},

Z={z<eT°: X(j)^0}.

Case 1. Z is uncountable. By (i),we can find an uncountable subset Y (i.e.

Za for some a) of Z such that Y is an anti-chain of T. With each jgF asso-

ciate an element, say x(y), of ^cj,). Then the subset {x(y): jeF) of J^fis

clearly an uncountable anti-chain of T.

Case 2. Z is countable. Since the uncountable set X is the union of

{Z(2): zeZ}, we can find aeZ such that X^ is uncountable. Note that Xio is

an l?-embeddable tree by Lemma 5-(3). By Lemma 3, X^ contains an uncount-

able anti-chain which is also an antichain of T and is contained in X. Lemma 6

is thus proved.

Corollary 7. Let T be an Aronszajn P-tree. If the set

{aOi: m(x)>0 for all x^Ta}

is stationary, then T^NS.

Though this corollary assumes a rather strong condition, it suffices for our

purpose. In this sense Lemma 6 is redundant. Lemma 6 stands because of its

own interest.

Recall that a Ox-sequence <Za : a<o)^> has the following properties: If T is

an <Wi-treeand is a transitive subtree of %, then

(1) if X is a subset of T, then the set

{a<a)i: Xr＼T ＼a=Za} is stationary;

(2) if e is a function which embeds T in R, then

{<x<a)a: e ＼(T ＼a)=Za} is a stationary set.
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Recall that a O*-sequence <{W£: ze&>} : a<a>i> has the following properties: If

T is an o>i-treeand is a transitive subtree of %, then

(1) if X is a subset of T, then

{≪<(*>!:Xr＼T ＼a=W" for some z<&>} contains a club set.

(2) if e is a function which embeds T in Z?, then

{≪<&>!: 0 f(T fa)=W" for some i<oo} contains a club set.

Lemma 8. (1) (O) There exists a <}%-sequence.

(2) (O*) There exists a O%sequence.

Lemma 9. Let T be a P-tree and (Za : ≪<o>i> a Oz-sequence. If for every

l^Q (＼/x^Tx)[Zx^xl holds, then T(eAT.

Proof. Suppose that X were a cofinalbranch of T. Then thereis a l^Q

such that Zx―Xf＼T ＼1. Let x be the unique element of Xr＼Tx. Then Zx =

Xr＼T ＼X=x, a contradiction.

Lemma 10. Let T be a P-tree and <Zff: a<o)^) a ^}%-sequence. Let T

satisfy the following condition:

(1) if X&Q and Zx is a function which embeds T ＼X in [0, 1), then there is

an x^Tx such that

(*) ^n3y<Tx)[_ZTKy)-l/n<Zx{y)-},

where ZTp(y)=sup{Zk(z): y<Tz^T ＼X}.

Then T is not R-embeddable.

Proof. Let e embed T in R. We may assume ran(e)d[0, 1). Put:

C={X^Q:(ly^T)[x<Ty & q<e(y)~]―(3j/eT ＼2)[x<Ty & q<e(y)l

for every q^Q and every ieT ＼1}.

Clearly C is club and hence we can pick ieC such that e ＼(T ＼X)=Zx. Then Z＼

embeds T ＼X in [0, 1). So, by the assumption, we can take igT^ which satisfies

(*). Let x' be one of the immediate successors of x. Pick n so that l/n<e(x')

―e(x). Pick y<Tx so that Zfp(y)―l/n<Zx(y). Since ^gC, e(x')^sup{e(z):

y<Tz(ET} =sup{e(z): y<Tz^T ＼X}=ZTp(y). It follows that l/n<e(x')―e(x)<

ZTv(y)―s(y)<l/n, a contradiction.

Lemma 11. Let i{W": i<a>} : aOi> be a Ot-sequence. Let T be a P-tree

which satisfiesthe following condition:
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(1) whenever A<e.Q and W＼ is an anti-chain of T ＼X and x^Tx, one of the

following conditions holds:

(a) (3y<Tx)Wz^T ＼X)Ly<Tz^zG Wft ,

(b) (3y<Tx3q>0)£m(x)^m(y)+q & (yz^Wi)ly^Tz^m(z)^m(y)+2qJ＼.

Then T has property y.

The proof of this lemma is given separately in a later section, since it is

rather long.

Finally we define for two <ya-trees(T, <0) and (71', <i) an Wi-tree T + T' as

follows: The fieldof T + Tf is Tx {0}UT'x {lJXKOj, 1>}, where 00, 0x are the

roots of T, T' respectively; The ordering <T of T + T' is defined by

<x, 0><rO, 0> if x, y^T and x<oy,

<x, l><T<y, 1> if x, y^T'MOJ and x<xy,

<00,OXAy, 1> if jeT'MOJ.

§3. Theorems.

Theorem 12 ≪>*).(NS＼RE)nrST^$.

Proof. Let <Za: a<o)^} be a Os-sequence and ({Wf: i<o)} : a<o)1y a

O*-sequence. We define a P-tree T by induction on levels so that T satisfiesthe

following:

(1) if a<fi<(D1 and x^Ta and q^Qr＼{m{x), oo),there is a }>£T^ such that

x~<Ty and m(y)<q.

Set To= {0r} ;

Ta+1={xW{<g, ≪+l>} : xeTa & m(x)<geQ}.

Let X^lQ and suppose T ＼X has been defined so that (1) holds. Fix an in-

creasing sequence Qn: n<a)} such that lim^n=^. For each ieT fi and each
new

positive rational q, we define tx{x, q) as follows : Let xgT ＼1 and 0<q<^Q. We

pick xn, xt^T ＼X, qn, qt>0 inductively so that:

(a) xQ―x and qo=q;

(b) if Wxn is an anti-chain of T ＼X and

(3z^T ＼X)txn<Tz<EiWi & ?n{z)<m(xn)+qn-],

then

Xn^T^t^Wi & m{xt)<m{xn)+qn and qt=m(xn)+qn―m(xt);

otherwise, x%=xn and qt=qn/2;
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(c) xt~<Txn+i& ht(xn+i)>ln & m(xn+1)<m(x$)+qt (thisis possibleby (1));

(d) Qn+i―m(xt)+Q*―m(xn+1).

Put: ti(x, q)― U *BW{<supm(xB), %>}

Notice that x~<Ttx(x,q) and 0<m(tx(x, q))Sjn{x)-＼-q.Now, we shall define T-A.

Case 1. Zx is a cofinal branch of T ＼X. For each xgT ＼1 and each positive

rational q, pick ,r*eT ＼X and g* so that:

x<Tx*$Zz, ht(x*)=ht(x)+l, m(x*)<m(x)+q and q*=m(x)Jrq―m(x*).

And put: ≪;(*,^)=^(j:*, #*).

We set: 7^= {m;U, g): xeT t^, 0<q^Q}.

Note that if m^m^z, q), then Zxi^u, x^Tu and Q<m(u)^m(x)Jrq.

Case 2. Z; is a function which embeds T ＼1 in [0, 1). Pick yn, yt^T ＼A

inductively as follows:

(a) yo=OT;

(b) if Wxn is an anti-chain of T ＼X and

(3z^Wi)[_yn<Tz & ZTKyn)-l/{n + l)<Zx{z)-} ,

then

yn<ryt^Wi and Z'r(yn)-l/(n+l)<Zx(y*);

otherwise, yn<Ty*eT ＼X and Z?≫(yn)-l/(n + l)<Zi(y*);

(c) yn+i>Ty* & A?(j'≪+i)>^;

(see Lemma 10 for the definitionof Zafp{yn)).

Put: sx=＼JynV{<r,X≫,

where the real r is taken so that sx ^^p (such an r is unique).

We set: Tx= {sx}V{tx(x, q): xeT f^, 0<?eQ}.

Case 3. Otherwise. We set:

Tx={tx(x,q): x^T ＼X, 0<q^Q}.

Tx is thus defined. Now set:

T=＼JTa.

T is clearly a P-tree. We can easily check that T^AT by Lemma 9, T&RE by

Lemma 10, T^NS by Corollary 7, T^jST by Lemma 11, using the following

facts:

(a) even when Zx is a cofinalbranch of T ＼X, Zi^x for every x^Tx)
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(b) if Zx is a function which embeds T ＼X in [0, 1), then for every n<co,

yn<Tsx^Tx and ZTp(yn)-l/n^ZTp(yn-i)-l/n<Zx(yn);

(c) stationarily many ordinals ei2 are put in Case 3 and for every such

ordinal X it holds that (Vx£T;)[m(i)>0];

(d) if Wi is an anti-chain of T ＼X and t= tx(x, q), then the one of the fol-

lowing holds:

1°. xt^Wir＼i and (V^eT ＼VLx$<Tz-+zGWll;

2°. m(0^mU*)+?* & }izLx*^Tz^Wxn-*m(z)^m(xn)+2gt};

(e) if FF£is an anti-chain of T {X, Zx is a function which embeds T ＼X in

[0, 1) and t= sx, then one of the following holds:

1°. y*^Wini and hence (V^eT ＼X)[y*<Tz->z& Wi~];

2°. ZrKyn)-l/(n-{-l)<Zx{yn+d, Vztyn<Tz & Zr(j;B)-l/(n + l)<Z;(^)->

^^Wi] and hence Vz[_yn+i<Tz-^z&Wxn~].

Theorem 12 is thus proved.

Theorem 13 ≪>*)■(NS＼RE)r＼UST＼rST)±Q.

Proof. Assume O*. We can take T^(NS＼RE)nrST (Theorem 12) and

T'tEREr＼(AST＼rST) (Devlin and Shelah[2, Theorem 4.4]). Then clearlyT+T'

ge(NS＼RE)r＼(AST＼rST).

Theorem 14 (O). (NS＼RE)n(NCA＼AST)±Q.

Proof. Let (Za : a <g>i> be a OK-sequence. To define a P-tree, we construct

each level Ta by induction on a ensuring that the following holds:

(1) if a</3<a)1 & ieTa & m{x)<q^Q, there is a y^Tp such that x~<Ty

& m{y)<q, and additionally if /3is a successor ordinal, there is a y'^Tp such

that i<rv' & m(y')=q.

Set: To= {0r} :

Ta+1={xV{<q, a+1}} : ieTa, m(x)<q<EQ}.

Let l^Q and suppose that T ＼X has been defined. Fix an increasing sequence

</?,: n<co} such that sup^n=^. For each igT ＼1 and each rational q<m(x),

we shall define tx(x, q) as follows: First take an increasing sequence (,qn: n<a>y

such that l＼mqn=q and m(x)<q0. Pick xn for every n<o> by induction so that:
n<a>

Xo―X ',

Xn<TXn +l & ht(xn +1)>Xn & m(xn + 1)= Qn ,
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(this is possible by (1)). We set:

ti(x,q)=＼JxnV{<q,Z>}.

Notice that x~<Ttx{x, q) and m(tx(x, q))=q.

Now we shall define TV

Case 1. Zx is an cofinal branch of T t X. For each x^T ＼X and each rational

q>m{x), pick x* so that ht(x*)=ht(x)+l, x<Tx*, m(x*)<q and x*&Zx. Put:

Si(x, q)=ti(x*, q).

We set: Tx={sx(x, q): xeT ＼X, m{x)<q<^Q}.

Clearly Z^{y^T ＼X: y<Tsz(x,q)}.

Case 2. Zx is an anti-chain of T ＼X. For each x^T ＼X and each rational

q>m(x), pick X* and q*^Q so that:

(a) if (]weT ＼X)＼_x~<Tw^Zx & mOXtf], then

i<T^6Zj, m(x*)<q and m(x*)<<7*<<7;

(b) otherwise, x*=x and m(x)<q*<q.

Put: ux(x, q)=tx(x*, q*).

We set: T^iw^U, 9): xeT M, m(i)<§eQ}.

Case 3. Z^ is a function which embeds T ＼X in [0, 1). Pick j>n for each

n<a> by induction so that:

Jo=0r;

^n+1>rjn & /i^≫+i)>^n & ZTp(yn)-l/(n + l)<Zx(yn+i).

Put: ^=U.yreW{<r, >?>},

where r^R is taken so that y^eSp. We set:

T,= {i;;}U{^(a:, 9): xeTfi, m(x)<qt=Q}.

Case 4. Otherwise. We set:

Tx={tx(x,q): igT r^, m(x)<q^Q}.

Tx is thus defined. Now we set:

T= U Ta .

Clearly T is P-tree. We can easily check that T^AT by Lemma 9, T&RE

by Lemma 10 and T&NS by Corollary 7, using the following:

(a) Zx^x for every igT;, even if Zx is a cofinal branch of T ＼X;
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(b) if Zx embeds T ＼X in [0, 1), then yn<vx and

Zsr(yn)-l/n£Zsr(yn-i)-l/n<Zx(yn);

(c) stationarily many limit ordinals are put in Case 4,and for such an ordinal

X m(x)>0 for all xeT;.

To see that T^NCA, suppose that there were a club anti-chain X of T. Put:

d-WG^^VieT ＼X4q<=Q)[&w<=T)R(x, w, X,q)^(3w^T ＼X)R{x, iv,X, qj]},

where R{x, w, X, q) stands for x<rweZ & m(w)<q. Clearly Cx is a club set.

Hence so is C―C1r＼{ht(x): x^X}. So we can pick^e£? so that A^Cr＼{a<a>1:

Xr＼T ＼a=Za}. Then we can pick t^Xr＼Tx since A^{ht(t): t^X). Since

Xr＼T ＼X―Zx, Zi is an anti-chain of T ＼1 and so we can take x^T ＼X and q&Q

so that t ― ux(x,q). Then m(t) = q*<q. Thus R{x,t,X,q) and hence

(3weT ＼X)R(x, w, X, q) because X&C],. Since Xf＼T ＼X=Zx, this implies that

x*^Z*. Thus, x*, t^X and x*<Tt. This is absurd since X is an anti-chain.

T^NCA is thus shown.

On the other hand, it can be easily checked that the set {^(0r, 1): X is a

limit ordinal ordinal put in Case 4} is a stationary anti-chain and hence T<£AST,

q.e. d.

Theorem 15 ≪≫･ (NS＼RE)＼NCA^Q.

Proof. Assume <>･ We can take T^(NS＼RE)r＼(NCA＼AST) (by Theorem

14) and T'<=SAT＼NCA ([3, Theorem 51). Then clearlyT+T'&(NS＼RE)＼NCA.

§4. Proof of Lemma 11.

Let X be an uncountable anti-chainof T. Put:

C0={a<o)1: Xr＼T ＼a=W" for some few},

CX={X^Q: (VjeT ＼X){jax^X)ly<Tx]-^{3z^Xr＼T ＼X)ly<TzJ]},

C2={1^Q: (3x^X)ly-<Tx & m(x)<q]^Oz^Xr＼T ＼X)[y~ZTz& m{z)<qj＼,

for every jeT ＼Xand every q^Q}.

Let C be a club set such that CcC0nCinC2.

Claim 1. Xr＼Tx=R for every ieC.

Proof. Suppose 2gC and x^Xr＼Tx. Pick ieoo so that Xf＼T ＼X=W＼. Since

.X is an anti-chain, Wj is an anti-chain of T ＼X. Hence by the assumption of the

lemma, (a) or (b) must hold.
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Case 1. (a) holds. Pick y<Tx so that (V^eT ＼X)[y<Tz-*zGW$}. Since

W＼=Xr＼T ＼1 and XeCu 7(3xeI)[Kr4 This contradicts "y<Tx^X".

Case 2. (b) holds. Pick y^Tx and g>0 so that:

m(x)Sm(y)Jrq and Q<iz&W＼)[y~<^Tz-*m{zy^m{y) + 2q}.

Since Z^T f7=W＼ and ;>eC2, y(3xeZ)[^<rx & m(x)<ra(j/)+2g]. This con-

tradicts ",tel & y~<.T%& ?n(x)^m(jv)+9"- Claim 1 is thus proved.

Let <^t: £<&)]> be the monotone enumeration of CU{0}. Let <z|: n<o>> be

an enumeration of Xr＼T ＼(y?f+1＼^)such that xi^xfn if n^ni, for each |<wi.

We shall define wl for each £<g>i and each n<a).

Case 1. ht(x{)$Q. w{ is taken so that (w{, x{~]is a singleton set,

is the immediate predecessor of xi.

i

e. w{

Case 2. ht(x{)^Q. First note that there is a y<Tx%, such that {y, xi^r＼ W x＼

=0. (To see this, suppose not. Then xid ＼Jif and hence X'icif for some j<n,

which implies xiSrrf (Lemma 5-(5)). But it is absurd

anti-chain).

Subcase 2.1. m(x|)=O. Take yi so that:

since x＼i^x] and X is an

*e<ht(yi), yi<Txi and {yi, xi~]r＼U if=0 .

wfj is taken so that

yn^rwkrrn and m(wi)>m(}>{) + !,

(this is possible by Lemma 5-(8)).

Subcase 2.2. m(x|)>0. We can take yi so that:

/U(j>|)>^, (>'L4]nUi^=0 and yi~ZTx%.

Then w＼ is taken so that

yi~<Tw{~<Txi and m(xi)―m(wi)<m{wi)―m(y*n),

(this is possible by Lemma 5-(7)).

ivi is thus defined. Now put:

£/=U{(u4 4]: £<a>i, n<oj}.

This is a nbd of X.

Finally we shall define a nbd V of T ＼C such that Ur＼F=0. For this pur-

pose, we shall define v* for every vgT ["C. LetyeT f C and put 2.= ht(v). Let

f be the number such that Wi=Xr＼T ＼X. W＼ is clearly an anti-chain of T ＼1.

So by the assumption of the lemma, Condition (a) or (b) must hold for v (sub-

stituted for x).
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Case 1. (a) holds. Then we can take v*<Tv so that

(VzeT ＼Z)£v*<Tz-+zGWU.

Case 2. (b) holds. Take u^T ＼X and q>0 so that u~<Tv and

m(v)f^in(u)+q and (Vzel^CM^rZ^raU^m^+Sg].

We may assume that m(u)>m(v)―l

that u~<tu'^ItV and m(u')>m{v)―＼,

of u and q.)
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(If not so, by Lemma 5-(7),there is u' such

Then take u' and m(u)-＼-q―m(u')instead

Claim 2. For at most only one pair <£,n>, (u, v~＼r＼(wi,x|]=£0.

Proof. We show first that (u, v]r＼{w{, *i]^0 implies that (1) ht(xi)<X

and (2) ht(xi)^Q. To show (1),suppose not. Then by choice of wi, ht(xi)>

ht(wn)^X^X. Hence (u, v]r＼(wi, xi~]=Q which contradicts the assumption. To

show (2), suppose not. Then (wi, xi~]―{xi}. Hence #|e(w, v], so w"<rx|.

Note xie=Wl (For, xi*=Xr＼T ＼X by (1) and W＼=Xr＼T ＼X by choice of z.) Hence

by the property of q, m(xi)'^m{u)+2q>m(u)+q'^m(v). This is absurd since

xi^Tv. Next we show that (m, v~＼p＼(w*n,x*n~]^tyimplies that we(j/fj,xi~2,where

yi is as given in the definition of wi. (Note that ht(xi)^Q by the above.)

Suppose that there is t^(u, v~＼r＼(wi,xi~]. Then u~^Tf^Tv and yit^Twi<rt.

So, u and yi are comparable. It suffices to show that yi<Tu. If m(xi)=0,

then m(yi)<m(wi)―l<m(t)―Km(v)―l<m(u) and so yi<Tu. If m(x|)>0, then

y≫<r4<r4. Hence u<_Txi, since u~<Tt'<.TVand wi<r^rx|. So, by the pro-

perty of g. m(x|)^m(u)+2g and hence

m(t)―m{yi)>m{wi)―m(yi)>m(xi)~m(wi)>m(xi)―m(v)

>(2q+m{u))―(m{u)+q)=q^m(v)―m{u)>m{t)―m(u),

which mean yi<Tu. In both cases, yi<Tu. Thus (m, fHn(^n, ^1]^0 implies

≪£(j;|,xi]. The claim follows from this immediately. For, there is at most

only one pair <f, n) which satisfiesu^(yi, xi~],since the intervals(yi, xi~],%<coi

and n<o), have been taken so as to be mutually disjoint. Claim 2 is thus proved.

By this claim we can take v* so that:

v*<Tv and (V^^, Vn<w)[(i;*, i;]n(4, 4]=0].

v* is thus defined for all yeT ＼C. Clearly (v*, v]n^=0- We set:

Then 17 is a nbd of T ＼C such that t/n V=0. This completes the proof of
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Lemma 11.
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§5. Remark on Lemma 6.

First note that every avtree is isomorphic to some P-tree. Concerning

Lemma 6 and Corollary 7, it would be natural to ask whether the former is

essentially more general than the latter: i.e. whether the following condition

(Cl) is strictlyweaker than (C2) for Aronszajn trees T:

(Cl) there is a P-tree T' isomorphic to T such that

{≪<&>!: T'ar＼{T'f is finite}is stationary;

(C2) there is a P-tree T" isomorphic to T such that

{a<a)r. r"n(T")°=0} is stationary.

The answer is affimative:
i

e. the following holds:

Proposition ≪>*)･ There is an Aronszajn tree which satisfies(Cl) but does

not (C2).

Proof. Let ({Wf;i<a>} : a<a≫i> be a <>*-sequence and (Za: a<o)^> be a

Os-sequence. We construct a P-tree T such that Tx(~＼T0 has at most one ele-

ment for every X&Q but (C2) does not hold. We define Ta for a<co! inductively

ensuring that:

(1) if ≪</3<cui and xeTa and m(x)<q<EQ, then there is a y^Tp such that

x~<Ty and m(y)<q.

Put T0={0r} and Ta+1= {xW{<^, a+l>} : xeTff, m(x)<q eQ}. Let ^e/2

and suppose that T ＼X has been defined. Let Qn : n<a>> be a sequence such that

limXn=X. For each xeT f^ and each rational q>m(x), we pick xn inductively

so that:

(a) if Zx is a cofinal branch of T ＼X, then x^yXo and xo$Zx and m(xo)<g;

otherwise, xo=x;

(b) xn+1>Txn, ht(xn+i)>Xn and m(xn+i)<q.

Put:

fj(jt,9)= U xnW {<sup m(xn), X}}.

Let K(n) mean the number such that n=2m(2-K(n)+1)― 1 for some mew. Now,

we shall define ;yn by induction as follows:

I. if Zi is a cofinal branch of T ＼X then y0 is taken so that vo<$ Z: ; other-
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wise, yo=0T;

II. (a) if T^icn) is a function from T ＼2 to [0, oo), then yn+1 is taken so

that yn+i>Tyn and ht(yn+1)>Xn and one of the following holds:

1°. WxKCn)(yn+1)^n,

2°. W^(yn+i)>sup{Wi,n)(y):yn<TyGT ＼X, ht{y)>Xn) -1/n ;

(b) otherwise, yn+1 is taken so that yn+i>Tyn and ht{yn+1)>Xn.

Put:

n<a>

where r is taken so that ux^^p- We set:

T^MU^U,?): xeT ＼1, m(x)<q^Q}.

Then the tree T= U Ta is as required. To see that (C2) is false, take arbitrarily

an isomorphic P-tree T' and an isomorphism / from T to T'. Define a function

e:T^R by e(x)=m(f(x)). Take club sets Co= {^efi : (VxeT f ^gQ)[(3j;eT)

[x<r3'&≪(3')>9]^(33'GT r^)Cx<r3;&e(3;)>^]} and C,c {^ei2 : W^^e t(T t ^)

for some i}.

Claim. e(ux)=O for every /leConCj.

Proof. Suppose e(ux)>0 and X^CoC＼Ci. Pick jgw so that W＼=e ＼(T ＼X).

Then we can take a v<Tux such that f(v)~<T,f(ux).Let £ be an immediate suc-

cessor of ux. Pick nefi) so that: ln>ht(v), n>e(ux), e(t)―e{ux)>l/n and K{n)

―i. Recall yn+1 in the definitionof ux. Then 1° or 2° must hold. First notice

that /(i;)<r./(j'B+i)<r'/(Mii),since ht(v)<Xn<ht(yn+1), f(vy<T,f(ux) and f(yn+i)

<T-f(ui). And so e^X^n+iX^MiXn.

Case 1. 1° holds. Then e(j're+i)=W£:cn)(j'n+i)=^≪.This is absurd by the

above notice.

Case 2. 2° holds. By 2gC0, e(ux)>e(yn+1)>sup{e(y): yn<y<ET ＼X}―l/n

=sup{e(jv): yn<y^T} ―l/n^e(t)― 1/n. This is absurd since e(t)―e(ux)>l/n.

Claim is thus proved.

It is obvious by the claim that T does not have property (C2). Proposition

is thus proved.
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